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“We push the boundaries because we know we can do it 
better. That’s why The Bastard is made of only the best. The 
highest-quality industrial ceramic, resistant to extreme 
temperatures and highly durable. We guarantee this for life.”

— 200° fahrenheit All prices, models and descriptions are under reservation of typing mistakes and changes. 

All prices are listed as recommended retail price and include 21% VAT (excluding sauces including only  9%).



steel grill
infinity gasket

fire box

powder coated

ASH LIFTER CHARCOAL BASKET PLATE SETTER

bamboo handle

precision top

ceramic dome

wheels & chassis

folding tables

always remains in 
its set position

long-term resistance to 
very high temperatures

4 high quality wheels with 
an updated 2020 design

sleek bamboo side tables 
with all complete models

designed for the 
ultimate air circulation

 longest lasting, and most 
colour-durable quality finish

made of extra heavy 
stainless steel

ensures a tight seal  
and is highly durable

Easily remove the ashes 
from the Bastard.

Create both a direct and 
indirect fire source.

Black coated plate setter 
for an easy clean.

Need another reason to choose a 
Bastard? Purchase the Medium, 

Large and XL pre loaded...

+ +

2020

lOaded with
essentials

bastardthis
is the new

1

2

3
4

5

1. go slow [90°-120°C]
Pull your pork, prepare perfect ribs or 

slow roast your chicken.

2. Smoke It [90°-110°C]
Perfect for fish and  

don’t forget the veggies.

3. bastard bake off [140°-180°C]
Cakes, cookies and a  

smokey hot breakfast.

4. sear n’ grill [175°-250°C]
Burgers, steaks, get your kick  

and maximize flavor.

5. perfect the pizza [250°-350°C]
Pizza off the Bastard? Once you go 

Black, you never go back.

to cook like a bastard

FIveways
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what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   Durable Inifinty Gasket for a perfect seal
   The 2020 Precision Top Cap
   Coated Heat Deflectors for easy cleaning

   Introducing the 2020 Bastard XL
   The 2020 bastard compact remastered & complete 
   A Bastard Proof Guarantee for Lifewhat’s new in 

the 2020 range...

what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

serious
kamado’s
2020
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“Size doesn’t matter,” they say, “it’s about what you do with it.” 
Right. So would you like to cook for several people or finally 
have enough room for that tomahawk steak? Than this is 
the boss. The only way you know for sure that you don’t have 
a smaller one than your neighbor. Put your kitchen on the 
marketplace. Serious Outdoor Cooking it is.

the innovations:

   Cast-iron precision top wheel
   Easy open hinge system
   Extra thick (7 mm) stainless steel grill rack
   Improved Dutch design

Including: 

   Plate setter, stainless steel charcoal basket and 
stainless steel ash lifter.

   Supplied complete with base 
and bamboo side tables.

the NEW GUY.  
bigger & better 
than the original.

27 Inch Urban Complete 2020 
the bastard xl

XL urban complete   // BU2001xl   |  EAN 8720168010056  |  RRP € 2.399,00      NEW

9
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The Bastard Large 2020

You are looking for a great barbecue big enough to cook for a large family? Spacious enough to 
cook a wide variety of recipes on. Because of it's slick design it's a beauty.

the innovations:

   Cast-iron precision top wheel
   Easy open hinge system
   Extra thick (7 mm) stainless steel grill rack
   Improved Dutch design

Including: 

   Plate setter, stainless steel charcoal basket 
and stainless steel ash lifter.

   The Bastard Large is supplied solo or 
complete with base and side tables.

    Urban Bastards come with a matte finish.

large solo   //    BC002   |  EAN 8720168010100  |  RRP € 999,00       NEW

large complete   //   BC001    |  EAN 8720168010094  |  RRP € 1.249,00     NEW

large urban solo   //   BU2005 |  EAN 8720168010087  |  RRP € 1.099,00    NEW

large urban complete //    BU2001 |  EAN 8720168010063  |  RRP € 1.349,00      NEW

the innovations:

   Cast-iron precision top wheel
   Easy open hinge system
   Extra thick (6 mm) stainless steel grill rack
   Improved Dutch design

Including: 

   Plate setter, stainless steel charcoal basket and 
stainless steel ash lifter.

   The Bastard Medium is supplied solo or 
complete with base and side tables.

    Urban Bastards come with a matte finish.

medium solo   //      BC004     |  EAN 8720168010148  |  RRP € 899,00 NEW

medium complete   //   BC003   |  EAN 8720168010131  |  RRP € 999,00 NEW

medium urban solo   //     BU2004  |  EAN 8720168010124  |  RRP € 999,00 NEW

medium urban complete   //  BU2003  |  EAN 8720168010117  |  RRP € 1.099,00 NEW

The Bastard Medium 2020

We call it medium. But he is well done. Because this Bastard comes complete with chassis and 
side tables. The Bastard never gets in the way, because the wheels on the chassis make it super 
mobile. Perfect for any garden or balcony. With this size you still have enough room on the grill 
to cook for about 8 people. Always wanted to make that ‘Beer Can Superman’? Or the ‘Houdini 
Panini’? No more secrets for you. With The Bastard Medium you can take it 100 percent. 

11
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The disadvantage of a Bastard is that you become seriously good 
at cooking. So that means that you quickly get tired of those sticky 
hamburgers and quick grills with your friends. The Bastard 
compact is the solution. A Bastard at home, a Bastard everywhere.

The compact can easily be taken everywhere and you have enough 
room to cook for a group of 5. So if a balcony party is planned with 
your friends, you can play the Bastard. They will be grateful.

same handy size, 
packed with top-end 
features.

the innovations:

   Cast-iron precision top wheel
   Easy open hinge system
   Extra thick (5 mm) stainless steel grill rack
   Improved Dutch design

Including: 

   Plate setter and stainless steel charcoal basket.

Urban Bastards come with a matte finish.

2020 
the bastard compact

compact urban 2020    //   BC200  |  EAN 8 720168010162  |  RRP € 599,00      NEW

compact 2020    //   BU200  |  EAN 8720168010155  |  RRP € 649,00         NEW
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M AT T E  F I N I S H

TA B L E S  &  C H A S S I S

T H E  F E E D 4-12pp 2-8pp 2-6pp 2-4pp 1-2pp

R O S T I S S E R I E  O P T

F I B R E G L A S S  G A S K E T

P O R TA B L E

The Bastard Small

Small in size, great performance. Suitable for somewhat smaller 
portions. With the Bastard design you still have all the advantages of 
accurate temperature control and of course the good looks. The Bastard 
Small is made of industrial ceramics and the frame is made of sturdy 
metalwork. Almost indestructible. So where are you taking him?

   Cast-iron precision top wheel
   Easy open hinge system
   Extra thick (5 mm) stainless steel grill rack
   Improved Dutch design

small   // BC006  |  EAN 8720168010179  |  RRP € 299,00

who’s your bastard?

P L AT E  S E T T E R

A S H  L I F T E R

C OA L  BA S K E T

G R I L L  G R I D  Ø 59cm 49cm 42cm 33cm 26cm

G R I L L  T H I C K N E S S 7mm 7mm 6mm 5mm 4mm

H E I G H T  W/  N E S T 140cm 127cm 114cm 60cm 64cm

W E I G H T 203kg 138kg 101kg 45kg 24kg

the xl large medium compact small

15
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what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   square plate setter compact
   charcoal basket compact
   high level stand compact

   Half moon drip pans
   Bastard raincovers remasteredwhat’s new in 

the 2020 range...

in&on the
bastard2020
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The Bastard Plate Setter Small

A ceramic plate that gives your Bastard the effect of an oven. Essential for 
slow cooking meat or fish. Make a perfect pizza in combination with a 
Pizza Stone. Made from quality stainless steel and industrial ceramic.

BB009  |  EAN 8718868885869  |  RRP € 39,95

The Bastard Plate Setter Square

The ultimate 18mm thick cordite ceramic plate. Essential for slow 
cooking meat or fish. Make a perfect pizza in combination with a Pizza 
Stone. Three parts: stainless steel holder and two half circle stones.

   B9008  |  EAN 8719322164049  |  RRP € 59,95

   B9007  |  EAN 8719322164032  |  RRP € 69,95

The Bastard Charcoal Basket

Stainless steel basket for lighting charcoal with ease. Two zones for 
dividing into direct and indirect fire source. Ensures maximum efficiency 
charcoal consumption. Combine with Ash Lifter for an easy clean up.

  BB510 |  EAN 8720168010209  |  RRP € 39,95    NEW

   BB424 |  EAN 8719322163899  |  RRP € 54,95

   BB422 |  EAN 8719322164711  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Ash Lifter

Separating ashes with ease, ensuring an easy clean up on the 
medium or large Bastard. Made from fireproof stainless steel. 
Combine with a charcoal basket for maximum cleaning ease.

BB423  |  EAN 8719322164728  |  RRP € 29,95
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The Bastard Ash Pan

Clean the Bastard quickly with the Ash Pan. Fits seamlessly with The 
Bastard and makes cleaning a breeze. Size: 35 X 21.5 X 4 cm.

BB420 |  EAN 8719322164223 |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Compact High Level stand    NEW Pick up the

Built to fit The Bastard Compact 2020. Fully extended, it offers the perfect working 
height at 85cm. Feel the quality with 4mm coated steel. Uses a lock system 
to keep your Compact secure. It is possible to add wheels to the frame. 

BB508  |  EAN 8720168010186 |  RRP € 125,00

The Bastard Drip Pan - Half moon (1 pcs)    NEW

Don't spill the good stuff. It's a waste when all juices drip on your heat plate. When 
you work with two zones you need the half moon drip pan to collect and protect.

   BB107HMC  |  EAN 8720168010223 |  RRP € 15,95 

   BB107HMM |  EAN 20168010843 |  RRP € 17,95

   BB107HML |  EAN 8720168010407 |  RRP € 19,95

   BB509  |  EAN 8720168010216 |  RRP € 29,95

The Bastard Grill Elevator

With the Grill Elevator you can put your meat, fish or vegetables further from the 
fire for slow cooking, or to keep warm. But you can also use it as a second grill. It 
allows you to double the amount of food on your Bastard! Now, that is efficiency!

   BB505  |  EAN 8720168010230  |  RRP € 29,95     NEW

   BB215  |  EAN 8719322160393  |  RRP € 34,95

   BB016  |  EAN 8718868885265  |  RRP € 39,95

The Bastard Rain cover   NEW

A rain cover designed specifically to fit over your Bastard, now with Velcro straps 
to ensure a tight grip. Made from high quality PU coating for UV resistance and 
ventilation holes to make sure your Bastard thrives no matter the season.

   BB022s  |  EAN 8719322160409  |  RRP € 24,95

   BB922c  |   EAN 8720168011671  |  RRP € 34,95

   BB922m  |   EAN 8720168011664  |  RRP € 44,95

   BB922l  |  EAN 8720168011688  |  RRP € 49,95

   BB506  |  EAN 8720168010247  |  RRP € 69,95       

The Bastard Rain cover Table   NEW

A rain cover designed specifically to fit over your Bastard with 
the Bastard Table. Measuring 151cm(L) x 76cm(W) x 85cm(H), it 
is made from high quality PU coating for UV resistance.

BB922T  |  EAN 8720168011695  |  RRP € 129,00
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what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   the bastard pizza rottisserie
what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

serious
must-haves
2020
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The Bastard Pizza Rotisserie   NEW

   The rotisserie door has been designed for the pizza  
scoop to come in and out.

   Comes with a special basket designed to fit your charcoal and produce 
heat from the side. Eliminate flash flames caused by dripping fat.

   Double walled for advanced heat insulation.

   Fits the Bastard Large only.

   Comes with a custom-made Bastard Cermamic Stone.

(Available from March 2020)

BB507  |  EAN 8720168010254  |  RRP € 299,00

The Bastard One Minute Lighter

Turn on your Bastard in one minute with this electric One minute Lighter. 
One of the most useful accessories from The Bastard. Never fiddle with 
lighters again. By far the safest way to light your Bastard or to additionally 
stoke up the fire. Also great for your fireplace. A cord length of 2 meters.

BB074  |  EAN 8718868885012  |   RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Fiber Thermo BBQ Gloves

Always ensure you do not burn your fingers while using the BBQ. Fortunately, 
special gloves can be used with The Bastard. These are made from a mixture of 
Nomex and Kevlar, and are extremely heat resistant and very strong. It allows 
you to easily grab a stainless steel grid from The Bastard. One size fits all.

 BB035  |  EAN 8718868885036  |  RRP € 29,95

The Bastard Core Thermometer Pro

With a very fast response time, the Core Thermometer Pro is the ideal 
thermometer for professionals and demanding enthusiasts.

BB407  |  EAN 8719322164056  |   RRP € 34,95

The Bastard Leather Pro Gloves

Always ensure you do not burn your fingers while using the BBQ. 
Fortunately, special gloves can be used with The Bastard. These are made 
from leather, and are extremely heat resistant and very strong. It allows you 
to easily grab a stainless steel grid from The Bastard. One size fits all.

BB057  |  EAN 8719322163653  |  RRP € 39,95

25

The Bastard Pizza Rotisserie assures the perfect grill with a 
constant rotation above the flames and also transforms your 
kamado into the perfect pizza oven. Keeping the dome closed, 
open the rottisserie door and slide in your pizza. Contain 
the heat inside your Bastard and taste the difference.

mouthwatering  
chicken. perfect pizza.
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serious
tools2020

what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   the bastard serious injector set

what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

what’s new in 
the 2020 range... 27



The Bastard BBQ Brush

Washing a stainless steel grill is normally a no-no. Real pit masters and 
chefs ignite the barbecue effectively, put the grill over the hot flames
and brush it with a wire brush. Which wire brush? The  Bastard BBQ Brush, 
of course! This long brush is equipped with a nifty handle and an extra-long 
steel shaft, which also prevents you burning your hands on a hot BBQ.

BB113  |  EAN 8719322169075  |  RRP € 12,95

The Bastard BBQ Brush Small

Clean your kamado easily, without scratching. The BBQ brush small cleans it 
thoroughly between the bars of the grill and the other hard-to-reach places 
of the grill. Use the BBQ brush to clean your kamado quickly and easily.

BB114  |  EAN 8719322169037  |  RRP € 8,95

The Bastard Killer Claws

The Bastard Claws have stainless steel claws with a robust handle. 
The perfect tool for pulled pork or pulled chicken.

BB406  |  EAN 8719322164094  |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Meat Fork

Meat forks keeps you safe from any hot fat that may spray out when you 
pierce the meat. Meat forks are ideal for lifting, turning or holding pieces 
of meat. The fork sinks gently into the meat, avoiding any bleeding.

BB352  |  EAN 8719322165886  |  RRP € 14,95

The Bastard Ash Poker Chrome

This ash poker, made entirely from chrome, is the best tool to stoke up the flames 
into a nice fire. It also comes in handy if you want to remove ash from The Bastard. 
You can do this by putting the poker in the air vent to sweep out the ash. This 
allows you to prevent small ash particles from accumulating in your Bastard.

BB013  |  EAN 8718868885197  |  RRP € 12,95

The Bastard Turbo Blower

With the Bastard Turbo Blower, the temperature rises incredibly quickly. 
The blown air from the Turbo Blower creates a super-hot fire.
Fits on both a Bastard Medium and a Bastard Large.

BB403  |  EAN 8719322163905  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Easy Grid Lifter

A handy tool to easily lift cast iron grates. Place on the (hot) grating, lower the bags, 
turn the quarter turn, clamp and lift. Replacing the grille makes the Easy Lifter just as 
easy and profitable: never dirty hands. The easy lifter is 35 cm high and 10 cm wide.

BB088  |  EAN 8719322168733  |  RRP € 29,95

The Bastard Double Brush

The Bastard Double Brush cleans the grate of the Bastard in no 
time. The double brushes ensure a thorough result.

BB405  |  EAN 8719322164087  |  RRP € 14,95
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The Bastard Silicone Tong

The Bastard Silicone Tongs are nice and compact and handy for 
quickly turning food while frying, grilling and roasting. The heat-
resistant silicone grips are ideal for scratch-sensitive pans.

BB408  |  EAN 8719322164100  |  RRP € 10,95

The Bastard Tong Deluxe

The Bastard Tongs De Luxe with a robust handle are made of extremely 
durable material, for an ideal grip on any piece of meat, vegetables or fish.

BB409  |   EAN 8719322164117  |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Precision Tong

The Bastard Precision Tongs are for the finer work. These tongs are the 
ideal accessory for meat and fish and an asset for any barbecue.

BB410  |  EAN 8719322164124  |  RRP € 10,95

The Bastard Meat Flipper

The Bastard Meat Flipper is the indispensable tool for burgers, steaks 
and fish. Made of durable material of the highest quality.

BB412  |  EAN 8719322164148  |  RRP € 14,95

The Bastard Spare Rib Rack Deluxe Large

You can make the world’s best spare ribs with The Bastard rib rack. The Deluxe 
rack has extra room so that you can really cook your spare ribs well on all sides. 
The rack is 40 cm long and is only suitable for The Bastard Large and XL.

BB025  |  EAN 8718868885364  |  RRP € 39,95

The Bastard Serious Injector Set    NEW

You can marinate your meat, but to get real flavor you can better 
inject it. This proceeds easily with this professional injector that 
is completely made from stainless steel. It is also handy that this 
marinade Injector can be placed in the dishwasher after use.

BB552  |   EAN 8720168010292  |  RRP € 34,95

The Bastard Magnet Lamp (2pcs)

Do you have limited light but you still wish to enjoy tasty Bastard dishes? This 
magnetic LED light is the solution! The Bastard Magnet LED light can easily be 
placed on the metal band of your Bastard with the built-in magnet. Super handy, 
certainly if dusk suddenly comes. The 2 LED lights come excluding AAA batteries.

BB120  |  EAN 8719322169242  |  RRP € 17,95

The Bastard Grill Clipper

The Bastard Grill Clipper is made of stainless steel and you can use 
it to easily and safely remove the grill from the barbecue.

BB019  |  EAN 8718868885302  |   RRP € 14,95
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what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   the bastard pizza shovel 2020
   The bastard double pizza cutter

what’s new in 
the 2020 range...
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The Bastard Pizzastone

Essential for the perfect pizza from your kamado. 2cm thick industrial 
ceramic and manufactured at the highest temperatures. Combine 
with the plate setter (heat deflector)  to ensure the perfect slice.

   BB012  |  EAN 8718868885180  |  ø 21 cm  |  RRP € 29,95

   BB218  |  EAN 8719322169525  |  ø 26 cm  |  RRP € 32,95

   BB011  |  EAN 8718868885883  |  ø 31 cm  |  RRP € 34,95

   BB010  |  EAN 8718868885876  |  ø 38 cm  |  RRP € 39,95

   B9010XL  |  EAN 8720168010308  |  ø 49 cm  |  RRP € 49,95

The Bastard Pizza Shovel

Ideal for getting pizzas in and out of the Bastard with ease. High quality 
stainless steel smooth blade. 31cm blade with 19 cm handle for perfect grip.

BB136  |  EAN 8719322169884  |  RRP € 29,95

The Bastard Pizza Shovel Deluxe 2020    NEW

Ideal for getting pizzas in and out of the Bastard with ease. High quality 
stainless steel smooth blade. 31cm blade with 19cm handle for perfect grip.

BB136B  |  EAN 8720168010315  |  RRP € 34,95

The Bastard Wooden Pizza Peel

Prepare and serve your pizzas like a professional.
Length 54cm, width 38cm.

BB065  |  EAN 8719322166623  |   RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Pizza Cutter Stainless Steel

Slice your pizzas with a simple see-saw motion.  
Made from high quality stainless steel with a black handle.
Dimensions: 35.5cm x 11.5cm. Dishwasher safe.

BB122  |  EAN 8719322169273  |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Double Pizza Cutter    NEW

Double handed pizza cutter for an easy grip and perfect slice. 
High quality stainless steel and dishwasher safe.

BB222  |  EAN 8720168010322  |  RRP € 29,95
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what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   the bastard carbon wok

what’s new in 
the 2020 range...
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The Bastard Chicken Sitter

Everybody knows the classic dish of chicken on beer, right? A delicious chicken, 
grilled on the outside, the inside steamed with aromatic beer. Your chicken will 
stay extra firmly in place on this ceramic chicken sitter and will not fall over.

BB014  |  EAN 8718868885890  |   RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Deluxe Wok

This stainless steel wok with two steel handles from The Bastard is perfect 
to stir-fry vegetables, meat or fish. The Bastard Deluxe Wok has a diameter 
of 28 cm and is suitable for The Bastard Large, Medium and Compact.

BB109  |  EAN 8719322169044  |  RRP € 22,95

The Bastard Carbon Wok   NEW

Carbon Steel Wok is perfect for stir-frying meats, seafood, and veggies on your 
Bastard. High quality, heavy-duty carbon steel disperses heat evenly and quickly.

BB111  |  EAN 8720168010889  |  RRP € 49,95

The Bastard Paella Pan

This paella pan from The Bastard is ideal for making dishes such 
as chili con carne, delicious pastas and of course paella. The 
Bastard Paella Pan is made of high quality stainless steel.

BB404  |  EAN 8719322164070   |  ø 37 cm  |  RRP € 29,95

The Bastard Fredstone Large

A unique pizza and baking stone that distributes heat quickly and evenly. 
The easiest way to achieve a delicious, light and crispy crust every time.

BB192  |  EAN 8719322163066    |  ø 36 cm  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Grill Grate

An innovative grill for the best results. The grate intensifies the heat creating the effect  
of an infrared burner that ensures tender and juicy meat every time. Used in the  
World Steak Championships. Also ideal for preparing fish, pizza and vegetables.

  BB191S  |  EAN 8719322163035   |  ø 27 cm  |  RRP € 59,95

  BB191M  |  EAN 8719322163042   |  ø 35 x 27 cm  |  RRP € 74,95

  BB191L  |  EAN8719322163059    |  ø 35 x 40 cm  |  RRP € 94,95

 

The Bastard Grill Grate Cleaner Fork

This handy multi tool can be used as a fork or to clean your 
grate grid. The fork fits exactly in the panels of the Grate Grid, 
making it easy to turn your meat, fish or vegetables.

BB191FO  |  EAN 8719322166135  |  RRP € 5,95
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what’s new in 
the 2020 range...

   cast iron half moon grill
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The Bastard Cast Iron Half Moon Grill 2020   NEW

With a handy half moon size, increase the cooking possibilities on your Bastard. 
Perfect material to conduct heat made from the highest-quality cast iron.

   BB551  |  EAN 8720168010346  |  RRP € 39,95
   BB550  |  EAN 8720168010339  |  RRP € 44,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Grid

If you really want the best from your Bastard, grill your dishes on a grate. Cast 
iron gives a more constant heat than stainless steel, and it conducts better, 
making it ideal for grilling. You easily get perfect grill stripes on your dish. 
The Bastard cast iron Grate is made from the highest-quality cast iron.

   BB038S  |  EAN 8718868885432  |  ø 25cm  |  RRP € 39,95

   BB217  |  EAN 8719322160416 | ø 34cm  |  RRP € 44,95

   BB038  |  EAN 8718868885425 | ø 48.5cm  |  RRP € 49,95

   BB037  |  EAN 8718868885418 | ø 53cm  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Dutch Oven

Looking for even more options with The Bastard? With The Bastard Dutch 
Oven you can also make authentic soups and stews on your kamado. The 
cast iron pans of The Bastard are suitable for all heat sources and are famed 
for their even heat dispersion. Timeless design and they are manufactured 
from solid cast iron. The lifter pictured comes only with the Large.

   BB040S  |  EAN 8719322169129  |  ø 21 cm, 2L  |  RRP € 29,95

   BB040M  |   EAN 8719322169112  |  ø 26 cm, 3L  |  RRP € 39,95

   BB040  |  EAN 8718868885449  |  ø 32 cm, 5L  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Cast Iron BBQ Wok

An easy pan for delicious wok cooking. Cast iron is a durable material 
that lasts a life time and shows little wear. Diameter at the top is 36 
cm and at the bottom is 13 cm, and it fits on the Bastard Large.

   Suitable for: BBQ, gas, electric, oven, halogen, ceramics

BB041  |  EAN 8718868885456  |  RRP € 39,95

The Bastard Frypan Cast Iron

Made from highest quality cast iron. Cook for a long time with low and constant 
heat with these cast iron frypans. Dimensions range from 15 to 25cm.

   BB154S  |  EAN 8719322167415  |  ø 15 cm  |  RRP € 13,95

   BB154M  |  EAN 8719322167422  |  ø 20 cm  |  RRP € 15,99

   BB154L  |  EAN 8719322167439  |  ø 25 cm  |  RRP € 21,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Bird Sitter

Made from highest quality cast iron. Make the entire meal in the one 
dish sitting your bird upright, surrounded by potato and veg to grill.

BB128  |  EAN 8719322169228  |  ø 31 cm  |  RRP € 39,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Sizzling Plate & Holder

Pre-seasoned cooking plate is ready to use and perfect to quickly add something 
to your BBQ. Convenient wooden plank to easily move to the table 
Dimensions: cooking plate 23cm and plank 28cm.

BB129  |  EAN 8719322169259  |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Half Moon Griddle

The Bastard Half Moon Griddle can be used as flat griddle, while the other side 
is ribbed so it can be used for marinated meat or steak and juices can drip 
away. The Bastard half moon griddle is made from high-quality cast iron.

BB554  |  EAN 8720168011756  |  RRP € 49,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Plancha Large

With the cast iron Plancha plate, the Bastard has even more options.  
Make the tastiest dishes. Grill meat, vegetables or fish on a solid heat  
source for the best results. And you can of course fry an egg on it 
beautifully. Suitable for: BBQ, gas, electric, oven, halogen, ceramics.

BB418  |  EAN 8719322164209  |  ø 29cm  |  RRP € 49,95
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The Bastard Smoker Kit

The Bastard Smoker Kit consists of The Bastard Smoker Box and 
3 types of smoke wood for smoking (cherries, apple and beech 
wood). Ideal to start smoking. Size 23 x 9,5 x 4 cm.

BB411  |  EAN 8719322164131  |   RRP € 16,95

The Bastard Ultimate Smoke Generator

Cold smoking is made easy with the Bastard cold smoke generator. Cold smoke 
your fish or add extra flavour to your chicken or duck before putting it on the grill.

BB090  |  EAN 8719322160423  |  RRP € 34,95

The Bastard Tube Smoker

Ideal device for both cold or hot smoking. Can be used with either pellets or 
wood chips. Available in two sizes both measuring 5,5cm in diameter. Small 
produces smoke for up to 2 hours whilst the large produces smoke for 4 hours.

   BB093S  |  EAN 8718868887361  | 15,5cm |  RRP € 19,95
   BB093L  |  EAN 8719322169167  | 30,5cm |  RRP € 24,95

The Bastard Smoke Plank Red Cedar

Cedar is one of the most fragrant of all trees. It gives dishes a unique and 
special taste. Ideal for fish, beef, lamb, pork, chicken and vegetables to give a 
special smoke flavor. Place the plank in water for at least 60 minutes before use. 
Contains 100% cedar wood without additives. Dimensions: 30 x 15 x 1 cm.

BB304  |  EAN 8719322168795  |  RRP € 11,95

The Bastard Rookhout Cherry 500gr

Cherry is a versatile smoke wood for a very mild and fruity smoke fragrance. 
Ideal for fish, beef, lamb, pork, chicken but also vegetables to give a light smoke 
flavor. Can be used on all charcoal, gas, and electric grills. Contains 100% cherry 
wood without any additives and great to use with The Bastard Smoker box.

BB302  |  EAN 8719322168771  |  RRP € 6,95

The Bastard Rookhout Oak 500gr

Oak wood gives a popular and authentic smoky taste. Dishes get  
a medium to strong but not predominant taste. Ideal for lamb, beef, 
brisket and sausages to give a nice smokey flavor. Can be used on all 
charcoal, gas, and electric grills. Contains 100% oak wood without 
any additives and great to use with The Bastard Smoker box.

BB303  |  EAN 8719322168788  |  RRP € 6,95

The Bastard Rookhout Hickory 500gr

Hickory is a classic American barbecue wood type, giving dishes a strong aromatic 
and spicy smoky smell and taste. Ideal for chicken, beef, lamb and pork to give a 
nice smoke flavor. Can be used on all charcoal, gas, and electric grills. Contains 100% 
hickory wood without any additives and great to use with The Bastard Smoker box.

BB301  |  EAN 8719322168764  |  RRP € 6,95

The Bastard Wooden Fire Starters 24st 350gr

Start a fire with ease anytime, anywhere. One is enough for 
a strong fire in approximately 20 minutes time.

BB413  |  EAN 8719322164155  |  RRP € 3,95
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The Bastard Ceramics Cleaner 500ml

Special cleaner to perfectly clean The Bastard ceramic outer shell
and metal parts. Apply with cloth or sponge. Let it penetrate for 30 seconds 
and remove the dirt with a soft protective sponge. Then rinse the surface 
with water. Protect the surface of The Bastard with our special wax polish.

BB157  |  EAN 8719322162663  |  RRP € 9,95

The Bastard Ceramics Wax Polish 500ml

The ideal wax polish for The Bastard. First clean The Bastard surface 
thoroughly and ensure that the surface is 100% dry and dust free. 
Lightly shake the wax and then thinly apply with a cloth. Rub out and 
your. The Bastard is like new with this extra protective wax.

BB158  |  EAN 8719322162656  |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Ceramics Clean Set 2x500ml

Handy care kit containing both Cleaner 500 ml and 
Protector 500 ml as well as a cloth and scourer.

BB159  |  EAN 8719322162649  |  RRP € 29,95

The Bastard Replacement Gasket

Seal your Bastard with high-performance felt for the high temperatures.

   BB006-V  |  EAN 8719322169990  |  RRP € 16,95

   BB200-V  |  EAN 8719322162731  |  RRP € 17,95

   BB003-V  |  EAN 8719322166104  |  RRP € 23,95

   BB001-V  |  EAN 8719322168924  |  RRP € 24,95

The Bastard Infinity Gasket    NEW

The new infinity gasket offers improved closure,  
is highly durable and easy to clean. 
  

   BB003-i  |  EAN 8720168010902  |  RRP € 64,95

   BB001-i  |  EAN 8720168010896  |  RRP € 69,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Scrubber

Use the cast iron Scrubber to easily clean all your cast iron products. 
This scrubber ensures a safe removal of any residue.

BB089  |  EAN 8719322168719  |  RRP € 17,95

The Bastard Stainless Steel Grid

The extra strong grid that sits on a Bastard. Made of extra-thick 
stainless steel. Sometimes, a second grate is quite practical.

   BB417  |  EAN 8719322164193  |  RRP € 39,95

   BB416  |  EAN 8719322164186  |  RRP € 44,95

   BB415  |  EAN 8719322164179  |  RRP € 49,95

   BB414  |  EAN 8719322164162  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard Cast Iron Care Spray 600ml

A natural oil spray for all your cast iron products. Specially developed 
to protect from rust and ensure you can use your Bastard cast iron 
products for a lifetime. 100% natural with a neutral flavor.

BB425  |  EAN 8720168012357  |  RRP € 14,95
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The Bastard Paraquay White Quebracho 10kg

High quality charcoal designed especially for the kamado. Carefully 
chosen from large and medium-sized pieces. The Quebracho woodtype 
is made is from the holm oak from Paraguay. This wood guarantees a 
beautiful and long burning time and gives a delicious wood taste.

BB190  |  EAN 8719322160867  |  RRP € 20,95

The Bastard Charcoal Marabu 9kg

Marabu charcoal grows as an invasive thorn tree on Cuba, its ability to grow quickly 
makes it highly sustainable. Our handpicked selection guarantees long sessions of 
barbecue without any refills needed. A high quality and subtle charcoal aroma.

BB197  |  EAN 8719322163479  |  RRP € 20,95

The Bastard Black Wattle 10kg FSC   NEW

The Bastard Premium charcoal is high quality charcoal especially for the kamado and 
burns 50% longer than regular charcoal. It is a carefully chosen selection of 100% 
charcoal from large and medium-sized pieces. The Bastard Black Wattle charcoal 
is made is from the South African wild growing acacia. This wood guarantees 
a beautiful and long burning time and gives a sophisticated wood taste..

BB193  |  EAN 8720168010353  |  RRP € 20,95

The Bastard Charcoal Oak 5kg

Carefully selected from large and medium-sized pieces, this charcoal burns 50% 
longer than ordinary charcoal. Oak guarantees the long burning time and beautiful, 
robust aroma. Suitable for all types of charcoal barbecues and kamado’s.

BB300  |  EAN 8719322168757  |  RRP € 11,95
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The Bastard Oak Table Base 

Quality oak table is delivered in kit. Length 150 cm, 
width 73 cm, height 86 cm. Price excl. Granite tile. Cut-out 
suitable for The Bastard Large Solo. Table is not oiled.

 BBT-Basic  |  EAN 8719322163578  |  RRP € 649,00

The Bastard Kamado Transporter 

If you want to move your Bastard easily, this transporter is the solution. 
The robust design ensures that your kamado can be moved easily 
and safely on any terrain! Made of heat-resistant materials and with 
tyres that cannot go flat. The dimensions are: length 160 cm, width 
70 cm and height 80 cm. Price excl. The Bastard Kamado Large.

 TKT-001  |  EAN  8719322164896  |  RRP € 599,00

The Bastard Transporter Stainless Steel Top

This table top is mad entirely of stainless steel. Fits the Bastard Kamado 
Transporter (see above). Gives a clean workingspace that can take a beating. 

 TKT-stain  |  EAN 8720168010360  |  RRP € 249,00   NEW

The Bastard Table Stand 

To fit The Bastard in a custom built table it's adviseble to use a support 
for The Bastard. The Bastard table stand gives the support it needs.

 BB067  |  EAN  8719322166616  |  RRP € 39,95

Explore endless possibilities with this flexible outdoor 
kitchen solution. Combine these modules to fit your 
space and customise them to fit your needs. 

Your space is the limit.

one serious kitchen. 
‘endless’ possibilities.

the innovations:

   Completely customisable to your space
   77 cm x 77cm x 91cm (perfect working height)
   Stylish Bamboo shelving.
   Delivered flat pack for self easy assembly.

  Basic Module available for The 
Bastard Medium and Large.

  Optional wheels available for each module.
  Tap not included in sink module.

2020 
the serious outdoor kitchen

a. SOK Basic     //   BSOK-1  |  EAN 8720168010377  |  RRP € 449,00      NEW

b. SOK shelves    //   BSOK-2  |  EAN 8720168010384  |  RRP € 499,00         NEW

c. SOK sink    //   BSOK-3  |  EAN 8720168010391  |  RRP € 699,00         NEW

a. B. C. 
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The Bastard Smokey BBQ Sauce 515ml

With a unique spice mix and the authentic smokey taste. Delicious with 
the spare ribs or to marinate your meat before it goes onto the BBQ.

BS001  |  EAN 8719322161222  |  RRP € 5,95

The Bastard Chipotle BBQ Sauce 515ml

BBQ sauce with a slight hit of smoky chipotle. Delicious with the spare 
ribs or to marinate your meat before it goes onto the BBQ.

BS002  |  EAN 8719322161239  |  RRP € 5,95

The Bastard Papaya BBQ Sauce 515ml 

BBQ sauce with fruity Papaya twist. Delicious with the spare ribs 
or to marinate your meat before it goes onto the BBQ.

BS003  |  EAN 8719322161246  |  RRP € 5,95
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The Bastard Leather Apron Black

The Bastard leather apron has an extra layer of wax for better protection of the apron. 
The leather is a very supple leather and therefore very comfortable to wear. This cool 
apron is finished with sturdy, naturally tanned strips. Design: The leather apron has a 
slightly sanded appearance and is available in black with length: 82 cm (60 cm wide).

BB400  |  EAN 8719322163646  |  RRP € 89,95

Let’s Make BBQ Great Again

Essential BBQ inspiration. Get the most out of your Bastard with a 
collection of mouthwatering recipes. Available only in Dutch.

MBGA2018  |  EAN 9789082882803  |  RRP € 24,95

We Can BBQ

52 inspiring BBQ recipes from The Bastards.  Your guide to indulge every  
weekend of the year. Available in Dutch, French and German languages.  
Available the end of March, 2020. 

WCB-NL  |  EAN 9789082882827  |  RRP € 16,95

The Bastard Coffee Mug

Tough black The Bastard enamel mug with text Burn Bastard Burn. The right mug 
for thirsty moments. The Mug for tea, coffee, Gluhwein, or more stronger stuff.

BB198  |  EAN 8719322163820  |  RRP € 7,95

The Bastard Trucker cap      NEW

Real fans have the cap to prove it. Embrace the BBQ 
lifestyle with your own Bastard cap.

BB053  |  EAN 8720168010049  |  RRP € 16,95

The Bastard Black Beanie

Keep your head warm with this cool Bastard Beanie. Made in black 
with extra fleece lining and the Bastard emblem. One size fits all.

BG001  |  EAN 8719322164841  |  RRP € 19,95

The Bastard Serious Outdoor Sweater

The ultimate Bastard outdoor sweater for when it’s cold but still nice for a BBQ. 
Made from black grey 100% cotton with unique features: Super warm due to 
extra wind-breaker lining. Warm hands thanks to thumbholes on the sleeves. 
A special thermometer pocket on the sleeve. Grill stripes on the sleeves. 

   BG002-M  |  EAN 8719322164858  |  RRP € 59,95

   BG002-L  |  EAN 8719322164865  |  RRP € 59,95

   BG002-XL  |  EAN 8719322164872  |  RRP € 59,95

The Bastard BBQ Nitrile Disposable Gloves    NEW

Barbecue is really messy stuff. Tougher than latex or viynl, nitrile black 
gloves are perfect when working with your Bastard. Box of 20.

   BB430-S  |  EAN 8720168010001  |  RRP € 4,95
   BB430-M  |  EAN 8720168010018  |  RRP € 4,95
   BB430-L  |  EAN 8720168010025  |  RRP € 4,95
   BB430-XL  |  EAN 8720168010032  |  RRP € 4,95

The Bastard Umbrella

Stay dry in style behind your Bastard with this large umbrella.

BB502  |  EAN 8720168010414  |  RRP € 19,95
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fit with
essentials

coated plate settercharcoal basketash lifter

ready TO
BURN

cast iron precision top easy open hinge system

durable infinity gasket coated plate setterlifetime guarantee 

essentials
cOllectIOn

Code serious pos ean RRP.

BB503 The Bastard beachflag 8720168010421 € 70,00

BB500 The Bastard party tent and frame 3x3 m. 8720168010438 € 225,00

POS-010 The Bastard one minute lighter display 8719322162779 € 125,00

POS-001 The Bastard essential display 8720168010445 € 125,00

POS-013 The Bastard standing frame 8719322162762 € 150,00

POS-012 The Bastard Tegowand logo 8720168010452 € 15,00

POS-005 The Bastard Tegowand Text 8720168010469 € 15,00

RSB The Bastard recipe carts ( 6 div x 25pcs) 8720168010476 € 25,00

POS-023 The Bastard display 80x60x180 8720168010483 € 150,00

BH-NL100 The Bastard handout flyer NL 100st A5 8719322163134 € 9,95
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shop in shops parts A B C Plus

L o g o  b o a rd 1 1 1

C a te g o r y -b o a rd s  (4 p c s ) 1 1 1

LC D -s c re e n 1 1 1

V is u a l Sm a ll 1 1 1 + € 3 5 ,-

V is u a l L a rg e + € 1 0 0 ,-

P e rg o la X X 1 + € 9 0 0 ,-

O ra n g e  B a c kw a ll X X 1 + € 7 5 ,-

R u g  L a rg e  (c a . ø 3m ) X X 1 + € 1 8 0 ,-

R u g  M id d le  (c a . ø 2m ) 1 1 1 + € 1 2 0 ,-

R u g  Sm a ll (c a . ø 1m ) 1 2 1 + € 6 0 ,-

C h a rc o a l B a s k e t 1 1 1

R e c ip e  H o ld e rs 1 1 1

In s t a lla t io n X X 1 + € 2 7 5 ,-

P r ic e  e x c l. b tw € 7 5 0 ,- € 1 .2 5 0 ,- € 2 .0 0 0 ,-

In c lu d e s
B a s t a rd  
C o m p a c t

B a s t a rd  
M e d iu m

B a s ta rd  
L a rg e

Concept Oktober 2019
Mary Lou van den Berg
studiomarylou@gmail.com
+31 6 105 126 96

Ask your account manager for all available options.
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